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Securely threaded, lid with 
Polycone insert for secure, 
leak-proof closure

Large, 9/16” opening 
for easy filling

Clear capacity markings at: 
• 2 oz / 60mL
• 1.5 oz / 45mL
• 1 oz / 30mL

Capacity at shoulder:  
2.25 oz / 65mL
(Enough for a full 750mL bottle 
split into 12 samples)

Thick glass walls and heavy 
base for ultra luxury feel

COLOR: Frosted Glass  |  CAP COLOR: Gloss Black COLOR: Clear Glass  |  CAP COLOR: Gloss Black 

COLOR: Vintage Amber  |  CAP COLOR: Gloss Black COLOR: Deep Blue  |  CAP COLOR: Gloss Gold COLOR: Emerald Green  |  CAP COLOR: Gloss Gold 

WHAT IS AN ETCHED LOGO?
The etching process permanently 
decorates the surface of glass using a 
laser or sand-blasting technique. The final 
logo will appear frosted on gloss surfaces, 
or clarified on frosted surfaces. 

WHAT LOGOS CAN BE ETCHED?
Because of size limitation, logo with small 
details may not be suitable for etching. 
Only logos that can be converted to a 
clearly-defined black and white color 
scheme can be etched effectively. For the 
best results, choose a version of your logo 
with the least amount of details. Logo 
setup may be subject to initial design fees.

LIQUID MINISTRY’S 2.4 OZ. GLASS BOTTLES
At Liquid Ministry, we believe it’s best to share what you love. Our classic 2.4 oz 
samples bottles are designed to share spirits, ingredients, scents, and plenty more! 
With thick walls and beautiful surface finishes, the bottles offer an unmatched 
presentation in any setting. Take advantage of our in-house customization options, or 
get inspired with your own D.I.Y. creativity to make the bottles your own. With endless 
uses, our bottles provide you, your organization, or your company with a high-end 
offering that won’t be found anywhere else. 

UNITS BLANK W/ ETCHED LOGO                

48-143 $1.25 $2.45*

144-575 $1.11 $2.31

576-1,151 $1.04 $2.24

1,152-2,303 $0.87 $2.07

2,304+ REQUEST QUOTE

SKU LM-2OZ-CLR

UNITS BLANK W/ ETCHED LOGO                   

48-143 $1.45 $2.65*

144-575 $1.31 $2.51

576-1,151 $1.24 $2.44

1,152-2,303 $1.07 $2.27

2,304+ REQUEST QUOTE

SKU LM-2OZ-FRST

UNITS BLANK W/ ETCHED LOGO               

48-143 $1.45 $2.65*

144-575 $1.31 $2.51

576-1,151 $1.24 $2.44

1,152-2,303 $1.07 $2.27

2,304+ REQUEST QUOTE

SKU LM-2OZ-AMB

UNITS BLANK W/ ETCHED LOGO                  

48-143 $1.65 $2.85*

144-575 $1.51 $2.71

576-1,151 $1.44 $2.64

1,152-2,303 $1.27 $2.47

2,304+ REQUEST QUOTE

SKU LM-2OZ-BLU

UNITS BLANK W/ ETCHED LOGO                 

48-143 $1.65 $2.85*

144-575 $1.51 $2.71

576-1,151 $1.44 $2.64

1,152-2,303 $1.27 $2.47

2,304+ REQUEST QUOTE

SKU LM-2OZ-GRN

* Etched logos subject to $30 initial setup fees for quantities of 143 or less. 
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SAFETY SEAL SHRINK BANDS

HANG TAG OPTIONS  Blank hang tags are made from heavyweight, textured white cardstock. Other material available for custom orders.

LABELING OPTIONS 

Our heat-activated shrink bands provides quality-assurance for your 
customers and guests when using our sample bottles for commercial or 
gifting purposes. After tightening the cap, simply slip the shrink band over 
the neck and gently heat with a heat gun for a tamper-resistant seal. Each 
shrink band includes a perforated section for easy removal. 

STARTING AT JUST $0.08 EACH

AVAILABLE COLORS:

CLEAR

WHITE

GLOSS
BLACK

GOLD RED

MATTE 
BLACK

GREEN

MINIMALIST 
NECK RING
With a small surface 
area for short and simple 
notes, the neck ring is 
the smallest hang tag 
option. It does not expand 
outward from the existing 
bottle dimensions. 

STARTING AT:

BLANK  $0.08
CUSTOM $0.25*

FOLDING HANG TAG
With a large, usable surface 
area for writing details, the 
folding hang tag provides 
a professional method of 
identifying bottle contents. It 
securely fits over the neck of 
the bottle and can be easily 
removed for bottle reuse. 

STARTING AT:

BLANK  $0.22
CUSTOM $0.40*

GROMMETED
HANG TAG
With a customizable size 
and shape, our grommeted 
hang tags are a great 
option for customizing 
blank bottles or for adding 
a lar ger amount of 
information to your bottles. 

STARTING AT:

BLANK  VARIES BY SIZE

CUSTOM VARIES BY SIZE

LABEL SHEETS
Our label sheets are designed specifically for 
the shape and size of our bottles. The blank 
labels are easy to write on with nearly any 
type of writing instrument. We also provide 
digital templates so that you can add your 
own text or graphics on any inkjet printer. 
Custom labels can be designed and printed 
to your exact specifications.

STARTING AT:

BLANK  $3.99 PER SHEET

CUSTOM $5.99 PER SHEET
Custom label shown on LM-D15
LABEL SIZE: 2.675” x 2” • 15/sheet

HOW TO ORDER

WWW.LIQUIDMINISTRY.COM

INFO@LIQUIDMINISTRY.COM

LOCATED IN JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
EXPRESS, GROUND, & FREIGHT SHIPPING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE

ABOUT LIQUID MINISTRY
We’re a family-owned and operated company born from our 
passion for sharing experiences within the world of high end 
and collectible spirits. Although our own interests tend to keep 
our sample bottles filled with various forms of aqua vitae, 
we’re equally thrilled to bring our custom-designed bottles to 
many other industries, hobbies, and anywhere that sharing a 
small bit of your favorite thing would give someone a smile. 

PRINTED
TEXT

Can be sealed with any heat gun 
or hair dryer, including our own 

Liquid Ministry Dual 
Temperature Plug-in Heat Gun!

TAMPER EVIDENT SEALS

Our Tamper Evident Seals offer a simple solution to 
provide quality-assurance for your customers and 
guests when using our sample bottles for commercial or 
gifting purposes. Without the need for heat or custom 
printing, these seals offer peace of mind when closing 
up your samples. 

STARTING AT:

$5.99 PER SHEET OF 14


